HERCULES HUSTLER
A budget priced sports machine now in '3 sizes' for today's youngster.
Bronze Green.
18" frame with 24" Wheels.
19½", 21" frame with 26" Wheels.
Steel Caliper Brakes.
3 Speed Gear
18/24 £26.7.0
19½/26 21/26 £27.7.0

RALEIGH OLYMPUS
A colourful and racy 5 speed sports at a most attractive price.
Red: Blue.
18" frame with 24" Wheels.
19½", 21" frame with 26" Wheels.
Hooded lever Caliper Brakes.
Huret Svelto 5 Speed Gear
18/24 £30.18.0
19½/26 21/26 £31.9.0

SUNMIST 1824
The excitement of a sports machine safely tailored for a youngster.
White: Yellow.
Mini Alloy Bars and Stem.
Alloy Short Reach Brakes.
Huret Svelto 5 Speed Gear
£31.19.0
SUNMIST SPORT
Vivid panelling and centre pull brakes at a winning price.
White: Yellow: Alfa Orange.
Gents 19\frac{1}{2}”, 21\frac{1}{4}”, 22\frac{1}{4}” frame
Ladies 19\frac{1}{3}”, 21” frame
(26” Wheels on 19\frac{1}{2}” and 21”.)
Campag Val. 5 Speed Gear
£33.5.0

RALEIGH SPRITE
Eye appeal and value for money with top class components.
Carmine: Gold: Ducal Blue.
21\frac{1}{4}”, 22\frac{1}{4}” frame size
Weinmann Side Pull Brakes.
Alloy Bars and Stem.
Campag. Val. 5 Speed Gear
£33.19.0

CARLTON CONTINENTAL
Super 4 coat flamish finish at an attractive price.
Burgundy.
19\frac{1}{2}”, 21\frac{1}{4}”, 22\frac{1}{4}” frame size
(26” Wheels on 19\frac{1}{2}”)
Side Pull Brakes with Carlton Hoods.
Huret Svelto 5 Speed Gear
£34.8.0
**SUN SNIPE**
High quality frame and specification with choice of two distinctive colours. 
- **Gun Metal**: Flm. Green.
- **Frame Size**: 19\(\frac{1}{2}\)", 21\(\frac{3}{4}\)", 22\(\frac{1}{2}\)" (26" Wheels on 19\(\frac{1}{2}\)"").
- **Brakes**: Centre Pull Brakes.
- **Gear**: Huret Svelto 5 Speed Gear.
- **Price**: £34.10.0

**RALEIGH MODULE**
For a youngster who wants racy lines with eye catching accessories. 
- **Frame Size**: 21\(\frac{3}{4}\)", 22\(\frac{1}{4}\")
- **Brakes**:Centre Pull Brakes.
- **Gear**: Huret Svelto 5 or 10 Speed Gear.
- **Price**: £34.16.0

**CARLTON INTERNATIONAL**
A choice of two brilliant eye catching international colour schemes. 
- **Frame Size**: 21\(\frac{1}{2}\)", 22\(\frac{1}{2}\)", 23\(\frac{1}{2}\")
- **Brakes**: Centre Pull Brakes.
- **Hubs**: Large Flange Hubs.
- **Gear**: Huret Svelto 5 Speed Gear.
- **Price**: £36.17.0
CARLTON
CORSA STRADA
The top selling sports cycle in the country.
Team Lagoon Blue:
Alfa Orange.

21½", 22½", 23⅜" frame size
Centre Pull Brakes.
Chrome front forks
Huret Svelto 5 Speed Gear
£37.12.0

SUN CHRIS
BARBER 10
A team replica offering wonderful value for the keen youngster.
Team Yellow.

21½", 22¼", 23⅜" frame size
Alloy Half Guards.
Centre Pull Brakes.
Feeding Bottle.
Huret Svelto 10 Speed Gear
£39.8.0

CARLTON
CRITERIUM
Hand built frame and high quality specifications with modern colours and styling.
Copper:
Gun Metal.

21½", 22¾", 23⅜" frame size
Centre Pull Brakes.
Large Flange Hubs.
Alloy Half Guards.
Feeding Bottle.
Chrome front forks
Simplex Prestige 5 Speed Gear
£40.12.0
ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICES INC. P.T.

CARLTON COBRA
Unique all chrome finish of outstanding appeal.
Red: Blue.

21 1/2", 22 1/2", 23 1/2" frame size
Centre Pull Brakes.
Large Flange Hubs.
Simplex Prestige 5 or 10 Speed Gear

5 speed Gear
£40.18.0
10 speed Gear
£42.0.0

CARLTON COMPEITION FRAME
The most competitive '531' frame produced today.
Red: Bronze Green: Mink.

21 1/2", 22 1/2", 23 1/2", 24 1/2" frames
Wrap Over Seat Stays.
Bare Brake/Guard Clearances.
Brazed on Gear Stops.

£15.0.0

RALEIGH INDUSTRIES LIMITED, NOTTINGHAM.

Raleigh Industries reserve the right to change specifications and prices without prior notice